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Abstract—With the invention and usage of new
technologies, the need for storing data of users has
increased manifolds. Nowadays, the amount of data is
increasing, so it is time consuming to look at every
feature of the data set to discriminate different objects
based on some features that are necessary to classify
them. It becomes so important for companies to
analyze their data and using classification that can
give an accurate result of data that support in business
decisions which in result help companies to lead in the
cooperation world. Thus, Naive Bayes is one of the
most popular probabilistic classification algorithms
that is adopted by top companies for the classification
task. In this paper, our focus is to use Naive Bayes
algorithm to classify severity of cancer in patients
based on their symptoms.

organization of this paper is like: section 1 deals
with the introductory part of the probability
concept that is used in Naive Bayes. The related
work is discussed in section 2. In section 3, we
have given brief description about Bayes
Theorem and how it is used is Naive Bayes
Classifier.
Section
4
discusses
the
implementation of the classification techniques
along with the results. Section 5 discusses about
the advantages and disadvantages of the Naive
Bayes. In section 6 the final the result is showed
and in last the paper is finally concluded.
2. RELATED WORKS

Keywords—Bayes theorem, Classification, Data
mining, Machine learning, Naive Bayes, Naive rule.

A study carried out by T. John Peter and K.
Somasundaram [19] that used different methods
to improve the classification methods by
checking the significance of feature selection
algorithms. They implemented a feature
selection algorithm by combining CFS and
Bayes theorem concepts and after performing
this algorithm by using the health care domain
dataset, they got 85.5% accuracy and also found
that this method removes more irrelevant
attributes and also improves the classifiers
performance. This feature selection method is
used with four algorithms (Naive Bayes, J48,
KNN algorithm and Multilayer Perception) for
better accuracy result. This method gave good
accuracy for Naïve Bayes and KNN classifiers.
Many researchers have been using different
classification techniques that can be useful for
the diagnosis of heart disease. One of the best
techniques is Naive Bayes that is considered
more useful in diagnosis of heart diseases. Mai

1. INTRODUCTION
In mathematical theory, we calculate the
probability that an event will occur. We can
even calculate occurrence of group events that
occur together. There is another concept of
probability in which we can calculate the
probability of occurrence of another event after
some event already happened. Data science uses
this concept of probability by utilizing the
probability that an event has already occurred
and then calculates the proportion of where the
second event will occur. That is why the Naive
Bayes classification is introduced which can
predict about the outcome by using the training
dataset. But before understanding the concept of
Naive Bayes it is required to first understand the
concept of Bayes algorithm as Naive Bayes is
based on the formula of Bayes theorem. The
1
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Shouman used the dataset with 297 rows for
checking whether the integration of K-means
with Naive Bayes is successful in the diagnosis
of the heart disease [1-12]. This paper used
different initial centroid selection issue that
affects the K means clustering. As a result, it
was shown that this integration technique
improved the Naive Bayes accuracy which was
84.5% for the heart disease patient’s diagnosis.
In a study, researcher Ayman M Mansour
performed the texture classification by using
Naive Bayes for classification and Independent
Component Analysis (ICA) for extracting
texture features as it was able to correctly
capture the detailed information of textured
images and also label them correctly [14]. Use
of Naive Bayes also improved the classification
error rate which made the Naïve Bayes
Classifier much more useful in texture
classification. The experiment was performed
by using 5640 texture from the dataset, and
Naive Bayes outperformed other classifiers
(ICA, SVM, Wavelet, and Gaber Filter) with
99.4% accuracy.
Another study that is performed by S
Vijayarani and S Deepa who also used Naive
Bayes classifier for prediction of disease using
the protein sequences which were obtained from
the patients [15]. Naive Bayes is used to
improve the accuracy of classification between
normal and diseased protein sequence.
Accuracy rate obtained with 20 and 50 instances
of dataset were 84% and 85%. It was shown in
the paper that Naive Bayes proved to be
proficient for detecting disease sequence with
good accuracy.

prior knowledge (meaning, probable guess on an
outcome without any information about its
attribute) [2]. But with the addition of more
evidence, the prediction made by the theorem
also changes which is important for the theorem
for classification [3]. Now, suppose we have m
classes C1, C2………Cm along with the
predictors value which are given as X1, X2…Xp
and the probability of the given classes are
P(C1), P(C2)……P(Cm). Now, the main task is
to classify a record by using the predictors. If we
know the probability of occurrence of X1,
X2…….Xp within each class which is
represented as P(X1),P(X2)……P(Xp),then the
Bayes theorem formula for the calculation of the
probability of class Ci given Xp is given as [1]:
P (Ci|X1……,Xp)
=
P(X1, … … Xp|Ci)P(Ci)
P(X1 … … . Xp|C1)P(C1)+⋯…..P(X1…….Xp)|Cm)P(Cm)
(1)
We can write the bayes formula as follows [4]:
P (A|B) =

𝑃(𝐵 |𝐴)𝑃(𝐴)
𝑃(𝐵)

(2)

Here, A and B are events where B is an evidence
and according to this equation, we are
calculating the probability of the event A given
that B is true. By the word evidence we mean an
attribute value of an unknown instance [4].
P (A) is the prior probability (probability
of an event without any evidence is seen) and P
(A|B) is the posterior probability (probability
when evidence is seen) and P (B|A) is said as
conditional probability of B given A [4]. Our
main concern is to calculate the posterior
probability of P (A|B). Now, it is required to
classify the data to the class that holds the
highest probability value. This is also referred as
maximum posteriori which can be written as.

3. BAYES THEOREM
In machine learning, Bayes theorem provides
a way to calculate the probability of a prior event
(meaning an event is occurring), given that
another subsequent event has occurred. Bayes
theorem is a method that is used for predicting
values, that is, it gives us a formula for
computing the probability that a certain record
belongs to a given class, given with record’s
attribute [1]. It only makes prediction based on

MAP (A) =max (P (A|B)) OR MAP (A) = max
(P (B|A) * P (A))
(3)
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3.1 Naive Bayes Classifier
Before moving to the concept of the Naive
Bayes we first need to know what the naive rule
is used in classification.
Naive Rule: For the classification of data in one
of m classes, by ignoring the predictor
information the naive rule is used to classify the
data as a member of the majority class. Naive
rule is basically used for the calculation of the
working of complicated classifier.
Naive Bayes: The Naive Bayes classifier is one
of the simplest still more sophisticated
techniques of classification which combine the
set of given predictors information into the naive
rule in order to get accurate result of
classification [1]. That is, the probability of a
variable belonging to a class can be obtained not
only by using the prevalence of that class but
also based on additional knowledge on that data.
This method has a set of supervised learning
algorithms
that
is
based
on Bayes’
Theorem with an assumption of independence
among predictor [5]. It means that the features
in a class are independent of any other features.
That is why this classifier is called Naive Bayes
classifier. Naive Bayes classifier can be used for
both continuous and categorical variables. If
numerical value is given, it must be put aside
and must convert it into categorical value before
Naive Bayes algorithm works on it. If a large
dataset is given, then it is recommended to use
Naive Bayes classifier. Google which is the top
most web searching company also use Naive
Bayes classifier in spelling correction when a
user type in the search bar. Whenever a user type
wrong spelling of a word then the Google
indicate the correct spelling for that word.

It is based on the Bayes formula that is
probability of event A given B evidence which
is given above also as [7]:
P(A,B)=P(A) P (B)
(4)
Through this formula and using the concept of
bayes theorem (from equation (2)) the final
formula is as follows:
P (A|B) =

𝑃(𝐵 |𝐴)𝑃(𝐴)

(from (2))

𝑃(𝐵)

Here, A is a class and B is an instance. (A)
represents the dependent events which means a
predicted variable and (B) represents the prior
event which means a predictor attribute. This
Bayes formula is already explained above in
equation 1.
Let’s take an example for better
understanding of the formula of Naive Bayes
classifier. I used the example of fruit prediction.
The size of the training dataset is 1200 fruits.
The attribute set of the dataset are as follows:
Fruit {Yellow, Sweet, long}, we have a fruit
which is red, sweet and round and we have to
classify the class to which the fruit belong to by
using the Naive Bayes algorithm which is based
on probability concept of Bayes theorem. Also,
the data set has three different classes which are:
apple, banana, and others. Frequency table of
the dataset is given in table I as:
TABLE I
FREQUENCY TABLE OF THREE DIFFERENT CLASSES:
APPLE, BANANA, AND OTHERS.

Fruit
Apple
Banana
others
total

Naive Assumption: The assumption made in the
Naive Bayes is that the pair of features is
independent of each other. So, we divide the
evidence into different independent attributes.
This independent feature assumption is not
always correct but sometimes works fine in
practice [6].

Red
400
350
50
800

Sweet
300
450
100
850

Round
350
0
50
400

Total
400
650
150
1200

Now, the formula for the calculation of
probability using Naive Bayes which is based
on Bayes theorem is given in equation (2)
which is written as
P (A|B) =
45
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𝑃(𝐵 |𝐴)𝑃(𝐴)
𝑃(𝐵)
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Here, P (A) = Class prior probability
P (B|A) = Likelihood prior probability
P (B) =Predictor prior probability
This above formula can be visualized as

P(banana|red,sweet,round)=
P(banana|red)∗ P(banana|sweet)∗ P(banana|round)∗P(banana)
𝑃(𝑟𝑒𝑑,𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡,𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑)
0.43∗0.52∗0∗0.54

=

Posterior probability = (prior probability*
likelihood)/P(evidence), that is probability of
predictor prior

𝑃

=0

P(others|red,sweet,round)=
P(others|red)∗
P(others|sweet)∗P(others|round)∗P(others)
𝑃(𝑟𝑒𝑑,𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡,𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑)
0.062∗0.11∗0.125∗0.125

So, first we will calculate the class prior
probability for red, sweet and round fruit.
P (red) = 800/1200 =0.66
P (sweet) =850/1200=0.70
P (round) =400/1200=0.33

=
= 0.09
𝑃
Now the final step of naive bayes algorithm is to
find the maximum probability [6]

Now we will calculate the likelihood prior
probabilities which are as follows in table II:

In the above example the apple class has the
highest probability i.e., (0.21> 0.9). This shows
that the fruit, which is red, sweet, and round
belongs to apple fruit class. But one problem is
that what if the probability of a feature is zero.
Laplace Smoothing: In the above example, the
probability for P (banana| red, sweet, round)
was
zero
=

y = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑦 𝑃(𝑦) ∏𝑛𝑖=1 𝑃(𝑥𝑖 |𝑦)

TABLE II
CALCULATION OF LIKELIHOOD PRIOR
PROBABILITIES

For Apple
P(apple|red
)=400/800=
0.5
P(apple|sw
eet)=300/8
50=0.35
P(apple|rou
nd)=350/40
0=0.85

For Banana
P(banana|red)
=350/800=0.4
3
P(banana|swe
et)=450/850=
0.52
P(banana|roun
d)=0/400=0

For Other
P(others|red)
=50/800=0.0
62
P(others|swe
et)=100/850=
0.11
P(others|roun
d)=50/400=0
.125

P(banana|red)∗ P(banana|sweet)∗ P(banana|round)∗P(banana)

=

Fruit
Apple

Now the next step is to calculate the
conditional probability by using equation (2)
and equation (4) of different classes to
classify which fruit it is which is red, sweet,
round [8][9].

Banana

P(apple|red,sweet,round)
=

Others

P(apple|red)∗ P(apple|sweet)∗ P(apple|round)∗P(apple)
𝑃(𝑟𝑒𝑑,𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡,𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑)
0.5∗0.35∗0.85∗0.33
𝑃

𝑃(𝑟𝑒𝑑,𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡,𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑)
0.43∗0.52∗0∗0.54

=0

𝑃

TABLE III
THE LIKELIHOOD RESULT OF THE THREE
CLASSES

Now the likelihood table for the given features
and the classes is shown in table III.

=

(5)

= 0.21

Total
4
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Red
P(ap
ple|r
ed)=
0.5
P(ba
nana
|red)
=0.4
3
P(ot
hers|
red)
=0.0
62
800

Sweet
P(apple|
sweet)=
0.35

Round
P(appl
e|roun
d)=
0.85
P(bana
na|rou
nd)=0

Total
P(appl
e)=40
0/1200
=0.33
P(bana
na)=6
50/120
0=0.54

P(others|
sweet)=
0.11

P(othe
rs|roun
d)=0.1
25

P(othe
rs)=15
0/1200
=0.125

850

400

1200

P(banan
a|sweet)
=0.52
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As naive classifier uses the multiplication of the
conditional probabilities of feature on each
class. If one of the terms is zero then
multiplication with 0 gives the result zero. This
means that we don’t get any information at all
by doing this. Thus, a solution for such kind of
problem introduces the concept of Laplace
smoothing. The Laplace Smoother simply adds
small counts in the frequencies of each feature
to make sure that the features have non-zero
probability for each class [10]. By adding 1
value will be enough to get non-zero probability.
The formulas that are mentioned above work
perfectly on the discrete or categorical values.
When dataset contain continuous data; some
assumptions are needed for the classification of
the features. There are some Naive Bayes
classifiers that are useful for handling the
continuous features depending on the
distribution of P (Xj|Ci) [11].

P(X|Ck)=

(∑𝑖 𝑋𝑖)!
∏ 𝑃𝑘𝑖 𝑋𝑖
∏𝑖 𝑋𝑖!

(6)

Here, Xi is a feature vector that counts the
number of times i event occur in an instance.
B. Bernoulli Naive Bayes Classifier. The
Bernoulli Naive Bayes algorithm is used for the
Boolean variables-based classification instead
of the calculation of frequency of words. This
algorithm used to take values yes or no for the
prediction of the class only. This model is useful
in those document classifications where binary
features are used (that is, whether sports occur
in a document or not). Naive Bayes classifier is
used in some technologies like in spam
filtration, adult content detection and so on [13].
The Bernoulli Naive Bayes classifier decision
rule is based on a formula which is given as [12]:
P (Xi|y) = P(i|y) Xi + (1-P(i|y)) (1-Xi)
(7)
This formula is different from the Multinomial
Naive Bayes classifier rule as it clearly and
completely expresses the non-occurrence of
a feature i which act as an indicator for class y
[14].

3.2 Types of Naive Bayes Classifier
The Naive Bayes classifier is mainly used to
predict the class that has categorical values only.
But it is kind of difficult for the theorem to work
perfectly on discrete values. Thus, there are
variations in the Naive Bayes classifier that can
handle different discrete values for the
prediction which are as follows:
a.
Multinomial Naive Bayes Classifier
b.
Bernoulli Naive Bayes Classifier
c.
Gaussian Naive Bayes Classifier

C. Gaussian Naive Bayes Classifier. If a dataset
contains continuous values, not discrete values
than Gaussian Naive Bayes classifier is
used. The likelihood is taken as a Gaussian [12]
[14]. Thus, the formula for the conditional
probability using Gaussian distribution is given
as [3]:
P (Xi|y) =

1
√2𝜋𝜎𝑦2

exp (−

(𝑋𝑖−𝜇𝑦 )
2𝜎𝑦2

2

)

(8)

A. Multinomial Naive Bayes. The Multinomial
Naive Bayes algorithm is used for document- Here, 𝜇 = is the mean of values in y related
𝑦
based classification only like documents based
with a class Xi
on technology, sports etc. That is, this algorithm
𝜎𝑦2 = variance of values in y related with a class
is used when features are multinomial
distributed. The features used in this algorithm Xi
include the frequency of words that are present Y= continuous attribute
in the given document [9]. This algorithm works
4.NAIVE BAYES CLASSIFICATION FOR PREDICTING
well when data can be easily counted like count
CANCER
of words in the text.
As discussed theoretically above how the
The formula for the likelihood calculation in
classification is performed by using Naive
multinomial naive bayes is given as [12]:
Bayes classifier. In this section, Naive Bayes
5
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classifier is illustrated using R language. For the
implementation part, we have used Rstudio
because it is easy to understand how to code in
R and makes the task much more flexible than
other tools.

bc%>%
ggplot(aes(x=compactness_mean,fill=dia
gnosis))+
geom_density(alpha=0.8,color='black')+
ggtitle("density plot")
test%>%
ggplot(aes(x=compactness_mean,fill=dia
gnosis))+
geom_density(alpha=0.8,
color='black')+ggtitle("density plot")
train%>%
ggplot(aes(x=compactness_mean,fill=dia
gnosis))+
geom_density(alpha=0.8,
color='black')+ggtitle("density plot")
After applying density plot function for original
dataset, train dataset and test dataset the
following graphs are represented as:

For analysis, we have used the breast cancer
dataset. This dataset is used to predict the stage
of cancer of a cancer patient by understanding
the features of the dataset. There are various
packages that we can use for the implementation
of Naive Bayes. Here, we used e1071 and caret.
The e1071 package is used to provide functions
of probability, for class analysis, naivebayes ()
function that makes the calculation for Naive
Bayes classifier easy [15]. This package made
the task for classification using Naive Bayes
much simpler.
The dataset used for the classification consist of
class diagnosis that has two levels “B” (benign)
and “M” (malignant) which is used to predict
about the class of diagnosis. Now we will begin
by including the data set breast-cancer.csv and
by using str() to view details about the dataset
which is shown as below:
>str(breast-cancer)
Classes ‘spec_tbl_df’, ‘tbl_df’, ‘tbl’ and 'd
ata.frame':569 obs. of 32 variables:
The dataset has 569 observations on 32
variables. In this the class variable is diagnosis
that has two levels only “B” and “M”. The task
of the Naive Bayes classifier is to calculate the
posterior probability which is obtained from
Bayes theorem and accordingly return the value
of class which can be used for prediction for
unlabeled features. Naive Bayes algorithm can
work well with the large datasets. This is one of
the techniques that can give the highest accuracy
rate.Now it is required to first divide the dataset
into training and test dataset which are required
for the classification.

Fig. 1 Density plot for original dataset
of breast cancer

bc=read.csv(file.choose(),header=T)
train=bc[1:450,]
test=bc[451:569,]

Fig. 2 Density plot for training dataset
obtained from the original data set.
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B 25418892 110139304
M 30170444 115071376
radius_mean
Y
[,1] [,2]
B 12.11126 1.721049
M 17.28103 3.153204
:
fractal_dimension_worst
Y
[,1]
[,2]
B 0.07865143 0.01335498
M 0.09184043 0.02176034
>class (model)
[1] "naiveBayes"

Fig. 3 Density plot for training dataset
obtained from the original data set

We imported the dataset breast cancer using
read.csv in bc variable. The nrow (bc) shows the
number of rows in the dataset taken for
classification. Here, crude splitting is performed
on the dataset to create training dataset and test
dataset. In this example, 450 elements are there
in the training dataset and 119 elements in the
test dataset. Now we build our model using
training data file and test our model using test
dataset. After that we need to check how many
levels are present in the dataset. So, we used
levels () function on our training dataset which
showed two levels “B” and “M”. We used
density plot to show which level of diagnosis
has high compactness mean value and alpha=0.8
to show how transparent the graph is. By
looking at all the three graphs we can see that
“B” level has high compactness than the “M”
level. There is a significant amount of overlap
between the two levels. Next step is to apply the
naïve bayes function which can be done as:

>model$apriori
Y
B M
265 185
In the above part as we used the e1071 library
that holds the Naive Bayes classifier function
which is naivebayes() that helps in performing
Naive Bayes classification. It takes categorical
value and table as input and returns an object
which is further sent to predict function to
predict the outcome of unlabeled feature. To
create Naive Bayes model, we applied the Naive
Bayes function along with the Laplace
parameter. The Laplace is initialized with 1 as
Naive Bayes is based on the calculation of
conditional probabilities of each feature on each
class. If any feature has zero probability of
occurrence for a class, then it can lead to
posterior probability to be zero for that class. To
avoid this, we have included Laplace=1 in the
above code. The naiveBayes() function also
generated the conditional probability which is
basically a likelihood calculation for each
attribute in the dataset.
With the use of model$apriori we have
represented the class distribution in the data set,
that is, the prior distribution of the classes is
represented here. As we can see there are 265
belongs to “B” class and 185 belongs to “M”
class of the training dataset. And the a-prior
probabilities that is obtained from naiveBayes()
function are the prior probability. If any class is

model=
naiveBayes(diagnosis~.,data=train,laplace=1)
>model
Naive Bayes Classifier for Discrete
Predictors
A-priori probabilities:
Y
B
M
0.5888889 0.4111111
Conditional probabilities:
id
Y
[,1] [,2]
49
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rare in the prior probability than that level will
hardly occur in the test dataset [13]. Now it is
required to perform the prediction function for
the test dataset.
Predicting Values: In the above part the
naivebayes () function is used which return the
object of class which is displayed by class
(model) and get “naiveBayes”. Such object is
used for the prediction function which can
predict the outcome for unlabeled variables. It
returns an object of class “naiveBayes”. This
object is used by predict () function for
prediction of outcomes of unlabeled features.
Now we can perform prediction using the
predict function that uses the model for
classification of observations based on
conditional probability that is obtained in above
code. The predict function can be implemented
as follows:

Now for the confusion matrix that returns the
complete output along with the accuracy is
shown below:
>cmatrix<-table(test$diagnosis,pred)
>plot (cmatrix)
>cfm<-confusionMatrix(cmatrix)
>cfm
Confusion Matrix and Statistics
Pred
B M
B 85 7
M 2 25
Accuracy: 0.9244
95% CI: (0.8613, 0.9648)
No Information Rate: 0.7311
P-Value [Acc > NIR]: 9.846e-08
Kappa: 0.7977
Mcnemar's Test P-Value: 0.1824
Sensitivity: 0.9770
Specificity: 0.7812
Pos Pred Value: 0.9239
NegPredValue: 0.9259

pred<-predict (model,test,type="class")
table (pred,test$diagnosis,dnn=c("Predicti
on","Actual"))
Actual
Prediction B M
B 85 2
M 725

Prevalence: 0.7311
Detection Rate: 0.7143
Detection Prevalence: 0.7731
Balanced Accuracy: 0.8791
'Positive' Class: B

In this part, the predict function () by default
returns the class based on the highest conditional
probability for the prediction. This function
helps us to specify whether we want the class
with highest probability of occurrence or need to
find probability for each class. If we want to
check the conditional probability of each class,
we can use type=” raw” instead of type=”class”.
Here, predict function is used to predict the
cancer stage for the test dataset. To display the
confusion matrix (used for examining the
accuracy of the model), we have used the table
method. We could have also used the
confusionmatrix() function by using caret
library as shown below.

>Accuracy
[1] "92.4%"
Here, the table function stores the information
regarding conditional attribute for each attribute
and class. The result of table function is stored
in the cmatrix variable which is passed in the
confusion matrix for the display of the confusion
matrix that represents the correct accuracy
percentage that is it helps in determining how
accurately
the
model
is
performing
classification.

>install. packages (“caret”)
>library (caret)
8
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•

5. RESULT
From above Table IV, and also from above
execution of code, the result of accuracy
percentage for the dataset of breast cancer is
92.4% which is very good for Naive Bayes
classification and it has positive class “B” that
is, the classified cancer level is Benign(’B’)
which is the most probable level in the dataset.
Also, the kappa value is 0.7977 which is used to
determine how much the classifier classified the
values. By using the confusion matrix that is
obtained as
Pred
B M
B 85 7
M 2 25

•

•

•

The Naive Bayes classifier is easy, fast,
easy to implement and can handle large
datasets in comparison to other
classification techniques.
The Naive Bayes can work on both binary
and multi-class classification problems
and can handle continuous and discrete
datasets.
As the Naive Bayes relies on the
conditional independence assumption. If
this independence does not hold, it will
still perform better and will give results.
The Naive Bayes classifier is not sensitive
to unrelated features.

6.2 Disadvantage
The disadvantages of Naive Bayes are as
follows:

TABLE IV
RESULT OF ACCURACY OF NAIVE BAYES
CLASSIFICATION
Dataset used: Breast Cancer Naive Bayes
Classification
Kappa
0.7977
Accuracy
92.4%
Positive Class
‘B’

•

Now the graph can be plotted using confusion
matrix. Therefore, the confusion matrix is repre
sented by using plot () is given as:

Fig. 4. Confusion matrix of the breast cancer dataset
with two levels of class diagnosis: B and M

6. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
6.1 Advantage
The advantages of Naive Bayes are as follows
([16],[17]):
519

Naive Bayes is based on the conditional
independence assumption but due to this it
can lead to accuracy loss.
• For a feature it is required to calculate the
likelihood value to predict the value, this
aftermath is skewed values towards 0 or 1
probability; thus, results are not good. To
overcome this, we need to alter the
probabilities to which means it will not be a
naive approach.
• For continuous features, it is requirement to
use a binning method to convert to
disjunctive values, but this needs caution as
we may discard a lot of information.
7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced the Naive
Bayes classification algorithm widely used for
handling large datasets. The algorithm is used in
spam filtering, recommendation systems etc.
The paper also illustrates how the prior
probability, posterior probability and likelihood
are calculated and then used for classification.
We have taken the cancer data set and applied
the Naive Bayes classification algorithm in R
language to classify cancer either as Malign (M)
or Benign (B).
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Our study as exhibited in this paper concludes
that Naive Bayes classification can give better
accuracy for large data sets and is useful in
classifying severity of diseases.
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